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ABSTRACT
Locomotion on unstructured, sandy terrain
poses a great danger to planetary rovers. To
counteract these risks, a robust locomotion
system is an important aspect in the development of a rover. Model-based simulations
could help to accelerate the development process. However, a reliable test setup is required
for the validation of these models. This paper
introduces the Terramechanics Robotics Locomotion Lab, a robot-based testbed specifically designed for wheel terrain interaction
analysis. The Terramechanics Robotics Locomotion Lab is a facility that uses the complementary experience in robotics and terramechanics to improve the capabilities of practical
experiments in the field of vehicle movement
on unstructured, sandy terrain.
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INTRODUCTION
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situations [1]. This situation can arise due to
a lack of prediction possibilities about how a
rover would behave on a certain terrain. This
deficiency is partly due to the fact that terramechanical models are not yet able to deliver sufficiently precise results in a reasonable time. The development of fast and precise models could therefore significantly improve the safety of rover operation. An important part of this development is the validation of these models against reliable experimental results. Measurements gained from
rover system locomotion experiments are superimposed with a multitude of effects. This
makes it difficult to map these data sets to
models.
To generate measurements data sets that have
less superimposed effects and can easily be
used for model validation, single wheel tests
are common [2].
A typical single wheel
test uses a fixed slip ratio at constant vertical wheel load. For each given slip ratio, the resulting tractive force, the so-called
draw bar pull (DBP), and the resulting sinkage are recorded, respectivly. The values
are then used for model validation. Single
wheel testbeds are usually built intentionally
to carry out this type of experiment.
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Figure 1:
View of the Terramechanics
Robotics Locomotion Lab from the control
room. (a) dust protected industrial robot, (b)
sensor mount, (c) laser scanner, (d) force
torque sensor, (e) wheel with drive unit, (f )
large experiment container filled with Olivine
(RMCS14) and (g) soil simulant container
filled with Lava Sand (RMCS13)
When operating planetary rovers, the decision
to cross a sandy area can lead to dangerous

Conventional Single Wheel
Testbeds

Conventional single wheel testbeds usually are
built to have three degrees of freedom (DOF)
including the wheel rotation. The vertical
DOF, which is typically passive, is loaded with
weights to generate the constant normal load.
The horizontal DOF, used for the wheel hub
translation, and the wheel rotation are actuated to enable tests with well-defined slip ratio. The single wheel testbed shown in Fig.
2 was previously used at the Robotics and
Mechatronics Center. It uses a glide rail in
combination with a parallel kinematic to realize the wheel hub guidance. An actuator
pulling the sled allows for fixed slip experi-

at least the capabilities of the conventional
system. The main requirements of the system
are shown in Tab. 1.
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Table 1: Overview of the main requirements
placed on the TROLL
d

Minimal test length
Required normal load
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Wheel diameter

h

Figure 2: Single wheel testbed previously used
at the Robotic and Mechatronics Center with
its main components: upper sled (a), slide
rails (b), parallel kinematic (c), lower carriage
(d), counter weights (e), drive unit (f ), wheel
(g) and testbed (h).
ments. Weights or counter weights are attached to the carriage to adjust the wheel
load. The vertical and translational positions
are is measured by a combination of sensors.
A 6D force torque sensor in the wheel hub is
used to measure resulting forces and torques.
Friction on the slide rails determines the lower
limit of the traction forces. The test length
is limited by the slide rail and the parallel
kinematics. Due to the non-actuated vertical
DOF, it is not possible to change the wheel
load dynamically. Soil preparation for this
test bed was not automated and only dependent on a manual, labour-intensive process
with a limited degree of repeatability.

2

TERRAMECHANICS
ROBOTICS LOCOMOTION
LAB

The narrow design, the systemic disadvantages mentioned and the strenuous soil preparation have led to measuring campaigns are
rare and access to corresponding reference results is difficult. Driven by this challenge and
the experience gained from other projects like
the DLR Robotic Motion Simulator [3] the
concept of the Terramechanics Robotics Locomotion Lab (TROLL) was developed. Experiences with the Robotic Motion Simulator
show the advantages of a robot-based system
in terms of flexibility and reliability.
For the robot-based system, requirements
were defined that ensure that the system has

Translational velocity
Drive torque
Dust protection
Automated soil preparation

3m
1 kN
0.2 m to
0.5 m
1 m s−1
20 N m
IP68

A feasibility study has verified the concept of
a robot-based single wheel test bed in simulation [4]. In this study, all dominant effects
as wheel soil contact, robot structure, pathplanning algorithms and the dynamics of the
robot controller have been simulated. Considered applications were a single wheel test on
uneven terrain and the expected loads during
soil preparation. Based on the results of this
study, the TROLL was designed and built.
All elements are designed to support wheels
up to a radius of 250 mm and loads up to 1 kN,
allowing test campaigns relevant for rovers up
to a size of Curiosity [5]. The main components are a dust-protected robot with its
tools and the two soil containers, which provide the required test areas. The robot is
equipped with a tool changer that automatically switches between testing and tillage.

2.1

Robot

The chosen robot is a KUKA KR210 R3100
ultra. It was selected to enable the TROLL
to perform the single wheel test with a driving distance up to 4 m. It is also able to provide the forces and torques needed during soil
preparation. The robot is shrouded in a dustproof cover to protect sensitive components
like motors and joints against the harsh environment. Communication with the robot is
realized with the KUKA Roboter Sensor Interface (RSI). The interface is used to read
out current robot position and joint angles as
well as commanding a position correction can
be dynamically. The control cycle of RSI is
4 ms.

2.2

Robot tools

The tool tool assembly can be divided into
three main parts. A sensor mount, the tool
changer and the tool itself. The sensor mount,
is attached directly to the flange of the robot.
It has mounting positions for sensors that are
not application-specific. These sensors are
cameras, a laser scanner and above all the
force torque sensor. Directly attached to the
force torque sensor will be a tool changer.
With the tool changer, the TROLL can automatically switch between experimental and
soil preparation tools. The current tool, as
shown in Fig. 3, for single wheel tests, is designed for a wheel with similar dimensions to
ExoMars wheels and can accommodate wheels
with a radius between 100 mm and 200 mm.
Larger or smaller wheels require either adaptation to the tool or a new tool design. The
wheel is driven by an additional Harmonic
Drive CHA-14A-100 servo drive inside the tool
with the driven axis inclined by 90◦ relative to
the robot’s flange axis. This additional DOF
makes it easy to implement the experiments,
as the robot itself is not suitable for driving
the wheel due to cable routing. The wheel applied in the current setup has a modular design and allows to change the width as well as
the number and shape of the grousers. This
combination allows a variety of scenarios to
be investigated. The second type of tool is
dedicated to soil preparation. The preparation process described in section 3.2 is currently under development. Therefore, a design
for the tool has not yet been finally defined.
Preliminary tests prototype tools have shown
promising results.

2.3

Sensors

The position information supplied by the
robot via the RSI is used to record the wheel
trajectory. The resulting forces are measured
by an ATI Omega160 IP65/IP68 SI-2500-400
force-torque sensor. This sensor is used to
measure all possible forces and moments during testing and soil preparation. The measured forces are used for control and overload protection. If additional higher resolution measurements are required, a secondary
sensor can be connected to the experiment
tool. A set of two Keyence LJ-7300 laser scanners is mounted on the sensor holder to record
data such as soil deformation, relative sink-

Figure 3: Single wheel testing tool with a
mounted modular wheel. The combination of
easily adaptable wheel and tool allow for wide
range of testing. The wheel is configured to
have the width and grouser configuration of an
ExoMars wheel.
age or similar. In combination with the position information of the robot it is possible, as
shown in Fig. 4, to reconstruct surface geometry before and after experiment.
With one pass, the TROLL is able to capture a 0.5 m wide path. The surface can be
scanned either in a separate scan program or
directly during a single wheel test. Having
these data for model validation is especially
interesting for models that directly map soil
deformation, such as SCM [6]. A set of cameras can be mounted on the sensor mount to
obtain visual information from the test. An
additional system for performing particle image velocity (PIV) measurements is currently
in the development phase. Sensors for temperature, relative air and soil humidity are available to document the ambient conditions.

2.4

Soil Simulants

There are three main simulants used for wheel
traction evaluation at DLR-SR alongside further soils for simulation parameter identification. The main soil simulants used in
the TROLL are serving different purposes.
They have been developed to cover macroscopic effects of common soils on Moon and
Mars as well as other planetary bodies and
to also cover worst case conditions. RMCS12
is a coarse volcanic sand composed of almost
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Figure 4: Initial (top) and final (bottom) surface geometry from a single wheel experiment

gravel sized mm-range particles mixed with
abrasion dust. This simulant is used as a
worst-case hard granular soil, while also being
the main simulant for the ROBEX [7] analog mission campaign. Thereby, this soil type
is also very similar to the sand found during
the final analogue site mission on Mt. Etna.
RMCS12 is nearly cohesion-less, feature lightweight foamed grains and an angle of repose
of about 31◦ . The second simulant, RMCS13
is a worst-case soft simulant. In loosened condition the calcium carbonate based material is
that soft, that an adult person will sink to its
knees. Due to its very fine grained structure
RMCS13 with the mean radius around a few
microns, features good compressibility and
may thus be prepared to cover a wide range of
soil conditions. It also features a fair amount
of cohesion resulting from van der Waals
forces. This cohesion also makes it a good simulant for the macroscopic soil effects on Luna
and Phobos. However contrary to the regolith
on those bodies, the grains are not angular but
rounded. This imposes differences on grain
scale, while the macroscopic effects are comparable. Another feature common with lunar
regolith is the angle of repose of around 38◦
of RMCS13. The last simulant RMCS14 is focusing on martian soils with their sub-rounded
to sub-angular grains, resulting from aeolian
processes [8]. RMCS14 is a mix of different
grain size ranges of Olivine, aiming to create comparable grain size distributions as in
Martian soils, while neglecting the fine powder portions below 63 µm. These portions do
not add significantly to shear strength but are
prone for dust production. The angle of repose of RMCS14 is around 32◦ . The macroscopic behaviour of Olivine largely resembles
the behaviour of common Quartz based Martian simulants like ESA’s ES-3. However it

Figure 5: Top view of the troll with the soil
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Figure 6: Failure patterns under a strip load.
Showing the resulting soil failure for and strip
with the width b. Used to approximate an upper limit of the influence zone during a single
wheel test with. Taken from [9]
does not impose the health risks due to free
silica. Hence another focus on all these stimulants is low risks for human health, in order to
avoid heavy safety equipment and respiratory
protection. This allows for easier work and
focus on experimental conditions rather than
on health protection.

2.5

Experiment Container

The experimental area for carrying out experiments is realized with two separate containers.
Each container is designed for a specific purpose. The smaller 4 m by 0.7 m container is
designed for pure single wheel tests. The size
is limited, so that the container can be transported. This allows a quick change between
different soils prepared in individual containers. The width is a compromise between the
accepted weight of the container and mini-

mization of soil dynamics distortions caused
by the container side walls. A upper bound
for the minimum container width for a given
angle of repose can be estimated from the theoretical failure patterns under a strip load,
shown in Fig. 6 [9]. The width depending on
wheel width b of a container results in W (φ =
30◦ ) ≈ 5.3 b to W (φ = 40◦ ) ≈ 20 b. Containers directly following this formula would not
be feasible. The width of 0.7 m m was chosen as the weight of a container is limited by
the permissible load of the building floor and
wider containers would hinder the movability
of a container severely.
!
2 tan φ

(1)
W (b, φ) = b 1 +
tan π4 − φ
An additional feature of the smaller container
is an glass window at one side as a preparation for PIV measurements. The inner side
of the window is protected by an replaceable
hardened glass sheet.
The second, larger container is designed for
more complex experiments. It is dimensioned to cover most of the remaining robot
workspace. Accordingly, it is large enough to
perform experiments with larger bigger mobility subsystems or with more complex testing
trajectories.
Both containers can be filled with up to 0.5 m
of soil. This height was selected as a compromise between feasibility and suppressing unwanted effects from the rigid container bottom.

2.6

Control

The operation of the TROLL is realized with a
combination of robot programs running on he
KUKA robot controller and a controller running on a Linux machine. To select, start, configure and stop experiments a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) is used. The external controller is implemented in Modelica and runs
as a real time process. Test sequence control as well as the closed loop force control
are its main purposes. The GUI receives process data from the controller via an DLR-SR
middleware called ModelNet [10]. Received
measurements are stored in a native MATLAB file. All results files contain a description
of the conducted experiment with an a set of
environmental conditions as well as the data
from the experiment itself.
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Figure 7: Control layers used for control of the
TROLL. Real time processes handle the communication with hardware components and receive commands as well as an experiment description from a top level GUI.
Depending on the desired application e.g. a
single wheel experiment, sensor calibration or
soil preparation, a different sub program on
the robot is started from the controller. Simultaneously a corresponding state machine
in the control software is activated. Both
parts are used to realize the desired motions.
This can either mean that the robot is moved
to specific points by commanding the final
destinations and having the robots motion
controlled by the KUKA Robot Controller
(KRC), this mode of operation is used during the calibration of the force torque sensor.
The other mode of operation, typically used
for the single wheel experiment, is based on a
dynamic reference trajectory commanded via
RSI. This mode is also used during force controlled applications. A hybrid force and position control algorithm based on an admittance control technique enables this setup to
set dynamic force, torque, velocity or position
constraints for each axis independently.
To realize the features of a conventional single
wheel testbed, an explicit force control is required. For example the static wheel load corresponds to a static force set point in the force
controller for the vertical axis. Disabling the
force control for a specific axis is used to set
a velocity or position constraint. This feature
is required to generate the fixed slip motion
used to determine the draw bar pull. For each

axis, force limits prevent damage to the robot,
drive unit and wheel.
Other components like the motor controller
of the wheel motor are connected via EtherCat using the DLR Modelica EhterCat Library [11] developed within this project.

3

TEST PROCEDURE

By utilizing the features of the described
setup, the TROLL is able to expand the capabilities of a conventional SWT. It is possible
to apply dynamic wheel loads or change the
wheel orientation, thus providing the option
to investigate effects like side slip or steering
and to simulate effects of a simulated rover
virtually connected to the tested wheel. In addition to the possible feature expansion of the
TROLL it offers the possibility of automating
the test procedures, thus allowing longer test
series with less effort for the operator. This
high level of automation allows the TROLL to
be used for mechanical stress and endurance
tests of wheel prototypes.

3.1

Single wheel test

To conduct single wheel experiments an experiment tool is mounted to the troll. The testing
procedure typically consists of three phases.
First the wheel is placed on the ground and
loaded with the desired vertical load by the
force control. During this phase only the vertical flange motion is force controlled. All other
motions are locked. The main phase starts
once a steady state is reached. During this
phase the wheel is turned, depending on the
executed experiment, the other axis are either force controlled or a velocity constraint
is applied. If a completion criteria has been
reached or a limit has been exceeded the testing phase ends. In the final phase the wheel
is lifted and the robot returns to its home position. The experiment is either repeated to
analyze muiltipass effects or the soil preparation program is started. Before and after each
experiment an automated surface scan can be
executed.

3.2

Soil preparation

Consistent initial conditions are especially
crucial for experiments on sand. Common
soil preparation methods as discussed in [12]
are based on manual operation. These methods can lead to inconsistencies in the ini-

Figure 8: Prototype of the raking tool using
cultivator tines from agriculture.
tial conditions and are time and labor intensive. To improve on that, a process for automated soil preparation is in development.
The process will be divided into three major
elements, a loosening, a leveling and a compression step. The compression step is only
applied if needed. The loosing process is either implemented using a raking tool shown
in Fig. 8 or using a soil fluidization installation installed in the smaller container. A simple blade mounted to the robot tool is used
to level the soil after the loosening process.
The specific implementation details, like insertion depth, number of repetitions are currently under investigation and will be discussed in future work. To characterize the
soil the TROLL features programs to automatically perform Bevameter as well as Penetrometer measurements.

4

EXPERIMENT - RIMLESS
WHEEL FOR SCOUTING
ROVERS

Until the soil preparation process is developed
and the tool changer is integrated, only smallscale tests are carried out. The main focus
of the single wheel tests performed so far has
been on the verification of the functionality
of the TROLL. Due to the flexibility, smaller
experiments, such as the analysis of a rimless wheel prototype, were conducted. The
rimless wheel is a concept for locomotion on
foreign planetary surfaces to traverse extreme
terrain [13]. This terrain could be either very

Figure 9: Rimless Wheel test in sand on
the TROLL (top) and DEM simulation using partsival (bottom). The experiment is designed to validate traction characteristics of
the wheel in sand.
soft sand, that a scout rover needs to swim
through or irregular rocky ground with larger
obstacles. For both the rimless wheel is a favorable solution. In order to validate simulations for the development of the prototype
wheel (Fig. 10) experiments on the TROLL
have been performed.
To validate the effects in sandy terrain Fig. 9
shows the comparison between simulation in
a discrete particle simulation tool [14] and the
test conducted in TROLL. It shall be noted
that the TROLL tests always show a full axle
of the rover with two wheels running in a
phase of 60◦ , thus the wheel is equipped with
six instead of three spokes. As a second example the reaction forces on hard ground are
measured on the TROLL as shown in Fig. 10.
These are then used to validate simulation
models which were used in order to design
the wheel for resonant locomotion using the
compliance of the spokes to store mechanical
energy.

5

CONCLUSION

The Terramechanics Robotics Locomotion
Lab drastically improves the possibilities for
terramechanical experiments. Due to the high
degree of automation, experiments can be car-

Figure 10: (Top) Experiment with a rimless
wheel on a rigid surface. This experiment
is designed to validate the elastic behavior of
the individual spokes on a know contact surface. (Bottom) Experimental results showing
the traction as well as the vertical force generated by each spoke plotted over the spokes
contact angle.
ried out with higher precision and repeatability. Once the soil preparation process is fully
implemented a study is planned to validate
the contact model soil contact model - SCM
[6].
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